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To vote for a candidate, fill in the oval • to the right of the candidate’s name. To vote for a person not on the ballot, write the person’s name and residence in the blank space provided and fill in the oval.

PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE

To express your preference for the person to be nominated as Democratic candidate for President, you may choose one of the following:
- Vote for one candidate for this office
- Vote for “No Preference” if you do not wish to vote for a candidate
- Write in another name

Caution: Do NOT vote for “No Preference” and write-in.

DEVAL PATRICK

AMY KLOBUCAR

ELIZABETH WARREN

MICHAEL BENNET

TULSI GABBARD

CORY BOOKER

JULIÁN CASTRO

TOM STEYER

BERNIE SANDERS

JOSEPH R. BIDEN

JOHN K. DELANEY

ANDREW YANG

PETE BUTFIELD

MARIANNE WILLIAMSON

NO PREFERENCE

STAGE COMMITTEE MAN

For First District & Norchol District

THEODORE N. GROSS

WILLIAM BISHOP HUMPHREY

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE. USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

DEBORAH H. GOLDBERG

KATHY A. WINTERS

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE. USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WARD COMMITTEE

- To vote for a whole group fill in the oval before the word “Group.”
- To vote for individual candidates fill in the oval after each name.

Group

WILLIAM BISHOP HUMPHREY

DIMITRY GRIDNEV

ELIZABETH A. STOLAR

PAUL M. GLICKMAN

EMILY RACHEL PRENNER

WILLIAM BISHOP HUMPHREY

KATHRYN K. WINTERS

JASON A. PAUL

HERB ROBINSON

MAUREEN E. REILLY MEAGHER

MARY KATHRYN WINTERS

SHARON R. SASANOW

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE. USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

Continue voting in next column